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What is computational neuroscience?What is computational neuroscience?

The Aim of computational neuroscience is
to explain how electrical and chemical signals are used
in the brain to represent and process information.

To obtain this goal, computational neuroscience 
performs simulations of neural systems. There are 
many models to simulate brains.



Classes of brain modelsClasses of brain models

Realistic brain models
♦ very large scale simulations of cellular detail
♦ weakness

requires a substantial empirical database
limitation of  computing power

Simplifying brain models
♦ conceptual framework to understand the computational 

constraints that govern the design of the nervous system
♦ Weakness

A model can become end itself and lose touch with nature

Two types of models should complement each other.



Examples of brain models (1Examples of brain models (1--1)1)

Detecting and computing motion
♦ First stage of motion processing
♦ Experiments on flies and beetles
♦ Correlation model



Correlation modelCorrelation model

The output of one photoreceptor 
is multiplied by a low-pass 
filtered signal from a neighboring 
receptor.
Since the low-pass filter can be 
thought of as a delay, this 
direction-selective subunit will 
response with a positive signal in 
one direction and with a negative 
response in the opposite direction.



Examples of brain models (2Examples of brain models (2--1)1)

Orientation selectivity in visual cortex
♦ Mammalian visual system
♦ On-center off-surround receptive field of lateral geniculate

nucleus (LGN)
♦ aligned LGN receptors connected with simple cell.
♦ simple cells determines the degree of orientation tuning.



Models of orientation selectivityModels of orientation selectivity

excitatory-only model           inhibitory-only model



ConclusionConclusion

Computational model & experiments
♦ Computational model is firmly based on the available 

experimental data.
♦ But, computational model can help to guide future research 

directions.
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